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Get ahead of the game
 

Tip the scales in your favorTip the scales in your favor
 

Club designers have made it easier for you to launch the ball high and long

by combining lightweight materials in the face and back with heavier ones

in the sole. But there’s another weight that also matters to ball flight.

 

 

Iron shaft weight affects the total weight of the club, which in turn affects

your swing tempo, ball striking consistency, and therefore your launch.

 

Shaft weights vary from 65 to 130 grams. Do youShaft weights vary from 65 to 130 grams. Do you
know which is best for you?know which is best for you?

Come find out >Come find out >

Practice with purpose
 

Get comfortable with the uncomfortableGet comfortable with the uncomfortable

https://tpcriversbend.glflocker.com


 

 

Simulating uncomfortable situations during practice makes it easier to

respond positively – both mentally and physically – when you’re faced with

the same challenges on the course.

 

Have you practiced plugged bunker lies?

 

Or hitting iron shots off sloping lies?



 

Which part of your game most needs improving and will have the biggest

impact on your enjoyment and scorecard?

 

We’re here to help you.

Let's talk practice >Let's talk practice >
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